Hussein worse than Hitler
President Bush said that the Iraqi leader is
worse than Adolf Hitler. Also, smuggled letters
from American hostages dispute Iraqi claims
that the hostages are being treated well.
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How students
handle stress

Swimmers sunk
The Spartans go down 137-68 against
University of Nevada Reno. SJSU’s Dina Ross
shone in the 200 meter freestyle. Page 6

SJSU students of ail ages handle
the stress of school and daily life
in different ways.

Roadrunners caught
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The ninth ranked Spartan volleyball team
breezed past conference rival New Mexico
State, 15-4, 15-8 and 15-3. Page 6
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Dummy found hanged in quad
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

A stuffed dummy hanged by a
bright yellow noose from a tree in
the art quad was taken down Thursday after it upset minority high
school students visiting from Oakland.
It was taken down by officials
from SJSU Student Affirmative
Action between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.,
according to outreach officer Angel
Johnson.
The stuffed dummy was dressed
in light blue pants, a sweatshirt that
said "Georgetown University" with
a hood, Pro Wings hightop shoes

and sprayed with daft paint on the
exterior.
University Police Department
officials took custody of the stuffed
dummy Friday morning, according
to the Student Affirmative Action
office.
UPD officials could not be
reached for comment.
SJSU Ombudsman St. Saffold is
investigating the matter, according
to Lori Stahl, SJSU Public Affairs
Officer. Stahl added that Saffold
said "the effigy is not painted
black." Saffold could not be
reached for comment.
Stahl said that the dummy, along

with two others, was put in the an
quad late Wednesday night.
Johnson said Thursday that the
dummy was taken down when the
department was notified.
According to Johnson, the dummiesmay have been a pan of a collage being shown in the an quad.
The other two stuffed dummies
were not in the art quad late Thursday.
Stahl, however, said that because
they were not a pan of the project,
the two dummies were thrown
away by the art department.
According to an official in the an
department, the collage was created

by students in the beginning 3-D
class taught by Harry Powers, who
allegedly called the art office and
asked that the dummy be taken
down from the tree.
Powers could not be reached for
comment.
All three dummies and the clothing were sprayed with dark paint.
Barbara Holloway, an adviser for
the university and college opportunity program at Oakland Technical
High, said that the students later
"discussed the problems that they
had with the figure."
"We encouraged them to see the
See DUMMY, page 8

Ann Nelson Daly staff

photographer

A collage, on display in the Art Quad, appeared to have contained a
stuffed dummy that was hung in a nearby tree Thursday. The art
instructor in charge of the project said that the dummies were not
part of his class’s display.

UPD: No new
leads in Moulder
Hall arson case

Onward to victory

By Bryan Gold

Daily staff wnter

Ann No..lson

S.ISUS

Daily staff pholocraPher

Ralph Martini scrambles with the ball Saturday night during SJSU’s 44-6 romp over Fullerton State

The investigation of the Oct. 19
lire that damaged part of Moulder
Hall continues but no new inforniation has been
mimed in two MOULDER HALL
weeks by University Police
Department officials.
"It is one of those cases that we
know who did it," said Detective
Bryan Garrett, who is handling the
case. "But we don’t have the concrete evidence. We don’t have a
confession."
The fire has been attributed by
the UPD to arsonists lighting a
couch on fire in front of room 315
sometime before 6 am. on Oct. 19.
Garrett would not comment on the
fire because the incident is under
investigation.
Garrett said that he still needs to
interview about 20 of the residents
who live in the hall that sustained
more than $300,000 in damages.
UPD officials have said that the
arsonists are students, but as of Friday had made no arrests. Officials
have said that arsonists dragged the
couch in front of the door to room
315 and that the occupants were the
intended targets of assault.
Moulder residents said that
Willie Conner and Marshal use
lived in 315.

AS donates
$5,000 to
fire victims
By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daly staff writer

In a show of support for
victims of the Moulder Hall
fire, the Associated Students
Board of Directors voted
unanimously Wednesday to
donate $5,000 from it’s general fund to two established
relief efforts.
Gina Sutherst, A. S. director of student services, made
the motion to donate the
money after hearing a presentation by SJSU officials
on the continuing needs and
expenses incurred by Moulder Hall residents.
$3,500 has been designated to a fund established by
SJSU University Foundation,
an alumni organization.
"I think that that’s really
appropriate for A.S. to reach
out to students who lost
things in the fire and may not
have insurance." said Janet
See DONATION, page 8

See UPDATE, page 8

Candidate for assembly distinguishes
himself from Republican opponent
By Robert W. Scotia
spaaai to the Daily
Bob Levy hopes to ride the tide
of the anti-incumbent movement to
a victory against Chuck Quackenbush in the 22nd Assembly District
race on Thesday.
But, there arc a few rocks and
reefs out to spoil his political ride.
As a grass-roots candidate, Levy, a
Democrat, is having problems collecting enough donations to run
against a well-entrenched Republican incumbent who has outspent
him six to one.
The 22nd Assembly District nuts
from South San Jose through Los
Gatos. Cupertino and Las Altos to
Los Altos Hills.
Levy’s lack of hinds didn’t stop
him from talking about the issues
he cares about Wednesday at an
SJSU Student Affiliation for Environmental Respect meeting of 35
people.
Other than riding the wave of
anti-incumbent support, Levy said
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that his support for environmental
is.sucs and his stands on education
and civil liberties will carry him
into office.
-The environment is where we
differ, more than any other issue."
he said. "This guy I’m running
against is a terrible, terrible man
against the environment."
Quackenbush has received failing grades, Levy said, on environmental issues every year that he has
been in office.
"I’m scared to death to see that
guy (Quackenbush) representing
me in there," he said. "He’s considered one of the least effective
incumbents in California He’s definitely the least effective in my
area."

lb help make sure that there is a
turnover of car’ politicians. Levy
supports the ballot initiative 131
which sets a term limit for state
lawmakers of three terms into
place, but he is against 140 which
advocates a two-term limit. "Proposition 140 is a terrible piece of legislation."
Levy said he won’t just go to the
beach when it comes to voting for
educational reforms He wants to
increase spending on education.
which he says is the most important
issue influencing the future of California
He said he is furious that Goy
George Deukmejian impounded a
quarter of a billion dollars from last
year’s school budget.
"Why did he (Quackenbush)
vote with the Governor? Why did
he vote two years ago to refund the
state surplus instead of putting it
into the school budget?" Levy
asked. "I won’t be receiving a 67
See LEVY, page 8

Few takers on $7,000 awards
By Sheltie Terry
Daily staff writer

The Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi wants to give 51) graduate fellowships of $7.(1X) each,
but so far only a handful of students have applied.
Approximately AK) letters were
sent to SJSU seniors who qualify
for the award and as of Thursday
five people had applied.
The fellowship recognizes students who have high grade point
averages, will be entering graduate studies, have skills or accomplishments in their field and show
leadership on campus or in the
community.
"The candidate has to be a
very, very fine student." said
Mary Lou Lewandowski who
was last year’s Phi Kappa Phi
secretary. "But I think we have
many very, very fine students.
It’s a wonderful scholarship. I
don’t know why more aren’t
8"

Phi Kappa Phi’s advertising to
get more applicants Includes
sending out the letters, putting up
flyers and asking instructors to
speak to students they feel could
be qualified.
"It’s quite a bit of money we
want to give to students," Arthur
Jue. President of the Phi Kappa
Phi Student Chapter. "Hopefully
we can get the word out to students."
Students who apply for the fellowship can work in any field of
graduate education and do not
have to be Phi Kappa Phi members at the time of application. If
the student is nominated, he or
she must then be nominated to
join Phi Kappa Phi. To join,
juniors must he in the upper five
percent of their class, and seniors
must be in the upper 10 percent.
lb apply for the fellowship, a
student mart supply GRE, LSAT,
MSAT and other test scores, letters of recommendation and offi-

cial transcripts to the SJSU chapter secretary. Jo Bell Whitlatch.
The information must be submitted by Jan. 31. The nomination
of one student by the SJSU chapter of Phi Kappa Phi is then sent
to the national office and the
recipient will be announced on
April 1.
Out of the 250 chapters nationwide, only 184 schools sent nominations last year.
"A fair amount of documentation has to be done." said Whitlatch. "I think people probably
didn’t start early enough."
Whitlatch advised students
who were interested on receiving
the award to begin during the fall
semester to get the recornmendalion letters and other paper work.
Phi Kappa Phi was formed at
the University of Maine in 1891.
It became a national organization
in 19(0. The organization works
to promote and encourage high
scholastic performance.
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EDITORIAL

Feinstein, dolphins support
do not like Dianne
WeFeinstein. She is a vicious
political beast - a
creature of 1980s saynothing
politics. She is not the ideal person
we want leading the state into the
1990s.
But we like her better than Pete
Wilson.
The trend in American politics has
been to play up image over issues.
Feinstein used her bash -the-opponent
strategy against Wilson through
television ads attacking his voting and
attendance record in the U.S. Senate.
Wilson has been guilty of the same
kind of mudslinging, saying that
Feinstein pushed business out of San
Francisco while she was mayor there.
All of which leads to the
paradoxical question in American
politics today: Which candidate do
you not want for governor?

But behind the rh -toric and the
character assassinations, Rinstein has
shown she has some substance. She
supports Proposition 128, "Big
Green," as a way of hdping the
environment.
She favors taxing the richest
Californians and is pro-choice. She is
against limiting term limits for
legislators.
Voting for Feinstein is not the
answer, but it is a start. She has called
herself the candidate of change, and
she would be the first woman ever
elected to California’s governor.
California has had enough of the
status quo. It’s time for something
different.

environmental propositions
Assuch as "Big Green" may
have overshadowed it,
Proposition 132 is just as important.
Proposition 132 would ban the use
of gill nets and trammel nets for
fishing in coastal waters off Central
and Southern California by Jan. 1,
1994. A similar ban now exists in
Northern California waters but this
ban can be lifted by the state
legislature at anytime. Proposition
132 would make the ban along the
entire state permanent unless the
people rescind it with a majority vote.
Gill nets are monofilament mesh
that are strewn for miles in the water.
They snare anything that happens
upon them. Dolphins, sea lions,
sharks and other non-food animals are

caught and die in the nets. Dolphins,
for some unexplained reason, are
followed by prized yellowfin tuna.
Fisherman use the dolphin as a
beacon to find the tuna and the
mammals are caught in the process.
Opponents of the measure say that
the price of seafood could triple.
Proponents say that only one percent
of the fish sold in California is caught
off the coast so the impact on prices
would be insignificant.
A total ban along California coasts
would do away with this senseless
slaughter and send a strong message
to other nations that still use the
destructive devices.
What ever extra cost we have to
pay for a tuna sandwich, the ban is
worth it.
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CAMPUS VOICE DAVE LUNDY

Civil rights, defendants’ rights
The editorial, "Wimp," Oct. 29, was
somewhat interesting. However, it is obvious
that your staff does not understand the notion
of "burden of proof."
But first off, I question your reasoning in
evaluating the President’s veto. You claim that
Congress is too weak-kneed to support the bill
on civil rights. But you also claim that their decided by preponderance of the evidence,
reluctance to override the Presidents veto was from which the burden of proof idea stems. It
their way to pander to "partyextremists."
is much less demanding determination of
Let us look at a scenario. John Doe works guilt. Under burden of proof, you need only to
with Mary Citizen. Mary says John raped her. show it was probably the defendants fault.
Mary has no evidence. But since this society You need be only 51 percent culpable to be
works on the principle of "Guilty until proven 100 percent guilty.
innocent," John goes to prison. He was at
Somewhere along the lines, these protection
home, watching a movie during the time that were lost when applied to the issue of
Mary said the rape happened. But no one was discriminatory acts. Most would feel that
there to verify this. Mary’s statement is all that discriminatory practices are criminal and
is needed to send John, or for that matter, intolerable. But somehow, these crimes have
anyone to jail.
become very easy to be found guilty of. This
Does this sound ridiculous? If so, then you is a serious flaw in our current statutes, made
must now accept the fact that putting the even more so by the current social climate.
burden of proof on the employer is also a step
Although this bill apparently will apply
in the wrong direction. When the burden of only to torts, a person may be found innocent
proof is on the employer, he is forced into a of a crime in the criminal courts, and still be
corner and must defend himself. He is found guilty of damages from the same
assumed guilty from the very start.
incident in civil courts.
A very important fact to keep in mind is
Keep in mind, however, I am not
that the difference between "burden of proof’ sanctioning any act that would violate civil
and "beyond a reasonable doubt" is very great. rights. Discrimination is no better than rape,
Since the founding fathers and subsequent robbery or arson. But just as these crimes
legislators of this country placed such great carry the protection of innocent until proven
value on people’s rights, they included these guilty, so should the charge of discrimination
protections.
Criminal acts must be proven beyond a
Dave Lundy is an Administration of Justice
reasonable doubt. Civil suits must only be junior.

You need be only 51
percent culpable to be
100 percent guilty.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Arguing a waste; Research the facts
Stop bickering
Editor,
I am writing in response to Claudia
Bramkamp’s, "Liberals not dead,"
Oct. 11. said Kevin Couch’s. "The
Problems with Liberals," Oct. 11.
Come on both of you and
enlighten up.
We are on the verge of war,
thousands of young men and women
are risking their lives in Saudi
Arabia. The aftermath of the Oct. 89"
earthquake still lingers on.
Our environment is quickly
deteriorating. Who cares what
political affiliation you are. Isn’t their
more important things to spend your

Doing the job
Editor,
In regards to your editorial in
’Tuesday’s (Oct. 30) Daily, which
discussed the need for a "student
union" (similar to labor unions), I
must say that you left the
unwarranted impression that the
student representatives of this
university (A.S. directors and student
senators) are not doing their job.
In reality, there is a very dedicated
A.S. board of directors and five
student senators who are constantly
working toward student’s goals. Your
argument makes the fallacious
assumption that if an unpopular
administrative decision is not
changed to the benefit of students,
the student representatives must not
have done anything in order to try to

time thinking about?
If Americans can’t even work out
their problems collectively no
wonder we have problems
maintaining peaceful relations with
foreign countries.
You are both abusing the power of
the press unnecessarily by bickering
about issues that really serve none of
your readers any purpose. You both
should be more concerned about
whether the world has a future rather
than wasting precious time and
energy focusing on something so
irrelevant as whether or not the
elephants or donkeys will be in
office.
Come on, do you really believe
that Reagan, one party’s platform, or

any one individual IS solely
responsible for all the wrongs of the
world. These are not Democrat or
Republican issues these are people
issues free of political stigmas.
Next time instead of wasting
precious paper on arrogant
accusations and mud slinging
remember, "You can please some of
the people some of the time, but you
can’t please all of the people all of
the time."
Why try?
Why don’t we try to find a solution
together.
Gina Hill
Sophomore
Marketing

make a change.
This is completely untrue! Your
editorial board doesn’t seem to
realize that our elected officials,
whether
they
be
student
representatives, city council
members, or U.S. senators will not
always be able to accomplish our
personal goals.
Before your editorial board jumps
to further conclusions, let me inform
you that the $20 late drop/add fee to
be implemented in the Spring
semester has been an unpopular
administrative decision among
students.
The student senators have argued
against the decision in past senate
meetings.
Unfortunately, the administration
seems to be closed -minded on this
decision, so thus far we have only
been able to express our disapproval

and have not been able to rescind the
decision.
But our efforts are not over. We
will continue to argue against the $20
ler. We may or may not be
successful, but by no means should
your editorial board imply that we
are not doing our jobs if we don’t
succeed.
In conclusion, I ask your editorial
board to research the facts before
jumping to conclusions. Had your
reporters adequately covered our
senate meetings and been in the least
bit awake, they would have noticed
that our representatives are indeed
doing their jobs, that is to represent
the wishes of the their constituents,
the students.
Mark R. Vogel
Senior
English
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Bush Compares Saddam to Hitler
Associated Press
Iraq pledged to release four
more sick and elderly Americans.
Smuggled letters from remaining
captives describe a life of fear, and
President Bush has denounced
Saddam Hussein’s claims that the
hostages are well-treated.
Bush said Thursday the Iraqi
president was worse than Hitler.
raising some eyebrows by comparing Saddam to the man whose policies led to the extermination of
millions of Jews and others during
World War II.
Friday marked the beginning of
the fourth month of the Persian
Gulf crisis, which started when
Iraq invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2.
The commander of U.S. forces
in the region said American troops
could destroy Iraq hut that such action might not be "in the interest
of the long-term balance it

Police shoot
nine Hindus
in India
AYODIIYA. India (AP)
fatally shot nine
Police
Hindu fundamentalists and
wounded 30 others Friday.
repulsing a renewed assault
on a Moslem mosque in a religious dispute that has left
more than 2(X) people dead
nationwide.
The conflict has spilled
into Moslem Bangladesh.
where two more people died
today from anti -Hindu rioting. Pakistan’s caretaker
prime minister said India is
not doing enough to protect
Moslem shrines.
About 10,(XX) Hindus tried
to storm the hilltop Halal
Mosque. which they want to.
replace with a temple in
Ayodhya, 3(X) miles southeast of New Delhi The conflict in the northeastern town
threatens to bring down the
government of Prime Minister V.P. Singh.
Police used tear gas and
pushed back the crowds with
blows from 6-foot -long bamboo staves. Reporters saw
scores of people injured before the crowd retreated
down dirt alleys and onto
rooftops.
Police opened fire after
coming under a repeated barrage of stones from the roofs.
Doctors at nearby Faizahad Hospital said they received four bodies and 10
people in lured h) guilt ire

Sparta( uide
SpartaGusde is a daily calendar avail
able to SJSU student, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
TUESDAY
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General meeting, 3 p m Chicano Resource
Center. call 924-2707
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY SHERIFFS
DEPARTMENT: Recruiting. 10 a m -2 p m
Student Union. call 800-537-COPS
ADVERTISING 122: Computer fair. 10 a m 4 p m Student Union
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Information
table about Operation Exodus. 9 a m 3
p m . outside Student Union call 971-1768
ICE HOCKEY: Chalk talk and practice, all
welcome equipment required 9-11 15 p ru
Eastndge Ice Arena, call 14151278-3810
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA Planning meet.
ing. 6 p m Business classrooms 207. call
298-2549
TUESDAY
SJSU Marketing Club: Tandem Computers
speaker Ellen Martinez on Global Marketing. 3 30 p m Almaden Roomn
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT Tickets
for musical Hair on sale through December 8 Theatre Box Office. call 924-4555
CHRISTIAN
AMERICAN
ASIAN
FELLOWSHIP Meeting discussing Who is
the Holy Spirit . 7 p m, Almaden Room. call
286-7860
A S PROGRAM BOARD Michelle Clinton, poetry readings. 7 p m.. Umunhum
Room call 924-6626
MARKETING CLUB C SOal marketing yet
Ellen Martinez ot Tandem 330 pun Alma
den Room. call 998,8809
ADBAYAN CLUB Food Bazaar 9.4 p m
call 947-8740
PHI BETA SIGMA Smoker. 9 p m Costa
roan Room. call 279.1751
WE ONE SOS
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM
BOARD: Wednesday Night Cinema original
1966 Batman. 7-10 p m Morris Dailey Aud
tonum, call 924 6263
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Lesbian
group 1 2 45 p M Administration 222A call
924-6500

power" in the region.
In an interview published Friday
in The New York Times. Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf said war
could erupt any time hut that he
doesn’t expect it to.
In other developments, the I.ondon-based Kurdistan Democratic
Party, an Iraqi opposition group,
said thousands of deserters from
Iraq’s army are hiding in northern
Iraq or have fled to Turkey and
Saudi Arabia.
Thousands of Marines held
exercises in which they simulated a
landing on the beaches of Kuwait.
Navy officials refused to disclose
details about the maneuvers hut
said they were being held off
Oman.
In announcing plans to free four
sick and elderly Americans, Iraqi
Information Minister Latit Jassint
denied the capties \s ere being

Thatcher in political crisis
over new role in Europe

Iraq calls the detained foreigners
guests.
President Bush denounced the
hostage-holding and slammed Saddam with his harshest accusations
yet.
"They have committed outrageous acts of barbarism." Bush
said of Saddam’s forces "Brutality -- I don’t believe that Adolf
Hitler ever participated in anything
of that nature.’
"The brutality against innocent
citizens will not he tolerated and
will not stand." he told an audience in Burlington. Mass.
Asked at a Florida news conference whether the comparison
might be overdrawn, Bush said: ’I
don’t think I’m overstating jt."
The president said he believed
that Hitler did not stake people
out against military targets and he
did indeed respect the legitimacy
of the embassies.

treated badly. Thousands of foreigners, including about 1,0(0
Americans. remain in Iraq and Kuwait. Iraq has selectively freed
hundreds of them.
Letters smuggled from two
American hostages and released by
a U.S. official in*Baghdad painted
a harsh picture.
One of the unidentified Americans said he had been moved five
times and was receiving no mail or
messages. He said he had lost 35
pounds.
The other said he considered
himself a prisoner in the ’Iraqi
gulag" and pleaded: "Please do
not forget the guest hostages."

Debate
LONDON (AP)
over Britain’s integration into
the European Community has
thrown Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher into a political crisis
after her deputy, Sir Geoffrey
Howe, quit in protest of her resistance to the process.
late
resignation
liowes
Thursday prompted speculation
that he or another senior lawmaker may try to oust her as
leader of the Conservative Party
and thus the premiership
in a challenr this winter.
But many observers believe a
leadership challenge would he
too risk) for the party, now less
than two years from the June
1992 deadline ft a- the next general election.

Iraqis feeling embargo pains
BAGHDAD. Iraq I AP)
tccling the squeeze from the U.N.
cmhargo are changing their eating
hahits, lifestyle and even rediscovering herbal medicine.
Three months after Iraq invaded
Kuwait and the United Nations retaliated with the trade cutoff.
Baghdad is beginning to feel its
isolation. The pains, although
minor. are adding up.
"You want to know if the embargo is aro:Ike. Yes it is effective, Information Minister Laid
Jassim, told reporters. ’ You know
we want to build our country hut
we cannot buy. We cannot sell
anymore ’
Fault, traffic lights in Baghdad
can’t be repaired because of a lack
of spare parts. Many taxis and cars
have broken windshields that can’t
he replaced.
TV announcers tell Iraqi, not to
waste food or os cream.
The lines at bread stores and
government -run shops selling rationed food are becoming longer
tAery day.
Restaurants are closing. .At

Developments in the Gulf
those that remain open, food portions have been reduced: a chicken
leg now is served as two portions
Merchants said prices have risen
five to so, tunes since the embargo, and the gos eminent has
listed 12 lifesto. rig antihit Mcs that
can he obtained only in stoic -run
Imspitals.
"We are encouraging people to
use herbal medicine more and
more This is in mmian wa s hetter
than the NA estem medicine." said
al -Raw i. managing director
of the go) ernment-run herbal medicine section

\ allied at more than SI billion a
mostly v,heat. rice, corn,
egetable oil, livestock and dairy
products.
"To fight the embargo we are
trying to change our food habits"
said an Iraqi restaurant owner who
spoke on condition of anonymity
"Before, we were eating rice both
for lunch and dinner: now on!)
once, for lunch .

There are signs that fresh and
dried fruit have started arriving
from Iran, once Iraq’s fiercest toe.
Iranian apples are in great demand
in Baghdad’. market.
Iraqi traders regularly %Ina Kuwait with hags full of dinars and
come hack with every thing from
cartons of Marlboro cigarettes to
Western and Asian diplomats in washing machines.
Baghdad said it would take at least
Since August. the Agriculture
three months for the the embargo Ciniperatie Bank has provided
to have serums impact.
credits worth about S.10 million to
Prior to the U. N. sanctions. Iraq farmers cultivating v. heat . hark)
relied heius ily on food imports that and what Iraqis call "other stratecost an :1%era’T
E $3 billion a year. gic crops." meanin2 h.itottin ’ii
The I ailed States sold Iraq food items.

Howe. 63. handed his resignation to her without notice in a
30-minute interview on Thursday evening.
He cited "a growing difference" between them over Britain’s role in Europe. "We need
to persuade friends as well as
challenge opponents. ... We
should be in the business, not of
isolating ourselves unduly. but
of offering positive alternatives. he said.
The end came for him when
she lashed out after a European
Community summit in Rome
last weekend. The leaders agreed I1-1 to set a timetable for
monetary union and debated
proposals for closer political
t
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Look what you can do on the IBM Personal System/2i
And with the euyto-use reloaded software,
including Microsoft’ Window? 3.0, writing papers
is only the beginning. Just point and click the mouse
to move text. Create graphics, charts, even spreadsheets, or do other projects like resumes and flyers.
Plus, the IBM PS/2* and selected printers arc
available at special student prices. Print impressive
output with the IBM Proprintee or IBM LaserPrinter

and if y Oil NI!. befOre Is,. ember *II. 1990, you’ll
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SEE THE IBM PS/2 ON DISPLAY
Al’ THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE COMPUTER FAIR!
NOVEMBER 5 through NOVEMBER 7--9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ALL THREE DAYS
ON THE SECOND FLOOR OF THE STUDENT UNION!
10 PS/2 Configurations Available at Special Education Prices!
Great Discounts on Prodigy Service and TWA tickets!
Windows 3.0 Preloaded on Every PS/2!
Prices Start at $1,649 -- Affordable Loans Available
Students, faculty, and staff-- everyone i. invited to the Fair!
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STRESS

Joseph Zampko, a graduating
senior, is married, has two children and works 40 hours a week as
a meat cutter at Food Villa. The
27-year-old said going back to
school almost caused the end of his
marriage, but now Zampko delicately balances his time. He always
finds time to takes his children to
school in the morning and comes
home for lunch to help them with
homework. He studies between
classes and sometimes late at
night.

And how students cope
By Susanna Cesar
Daily staff writer
Friends know when Andy Rayl
is stressed.
He gets this certain face, like
he’s looking right through you,"
said his roommate Jeff Chamliss,
who has known Rayl for seven
years.
The 21 -year-old Rayl tries to
juggle a full social life, four nights
a week of work as a waiter and
academics. All of these, Rayl said,
push him close to the edge.
Rayl is not alone. Many SJSU
students are stressed because of a
variety of reasons, said Thomas
Tutko. a professor of psychology.
"Each semester brings new
things." he said.
Freshmen have to adjust to
being away from home for the first
time, and seniors are worried about
getting a job and going to graduate
school, said Tutko, who has taught
for 30 years.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, a professor
and counselor at the student counseling services, agrees.
"Life is stressful," said Sivertsen. who thinks pursuing a college
degree can sometimes be more
strenuous than a nine-to-five job.
"It’s extremely difficult to be a
student. You are always under
someone else’s scrunity." she
said.

She spends 20 hours a week lk
tening to student’s woes, and has
found there are many reasons students feel the heat.
Freshman frantic
For younger students, the college experience is usually their
first away from home. They nil
longer have their parents around
for direction and must make their
own decisions, Sivertsen said.
Their values and beliefs are also
challenged. Students are frequently confronted with new situations sex, drugs,
alcohol and
dating. And they must try to deal
with these on a college diet of little
sleep and junk food.
"Students often don’t have the
skills to make decisions on their
own," Sivertsen said.
Older students face a different
range of problems. They often
have job and family responsibilities, having to juggle being mom
or dad with work and school.
They also have more complicated financial situations, often
having house and car payments.
Back to school jitters
Sivertsen said some older students may also feel left out. They
are in classes with students who
are sometimes years younger, and
may wonder why they hadn’t fin-

went to because they didn’t properly drop the course, or they have
never talked to the professor.

17 Express bus.

ished school long ago, she said.
And re-entry students must learn
how to be students again. They
have often spent time in the working world and must cope with the
routine of learning and memorizing again.
But Richard Spencer, a 36-yearold SJSU social science major,
said he isn’t having a hard time
getting back into school again. He
left the Universtiy of Santa Barbara, where he played on the
school’s baseball team. 12 years

ago, to go into the ship-making
business. Now Spencer has a wife,
a seven-year-old daughter and a
part-time job.
"I’m not so intimidated this
time," said Spencer. who still has
an athletic build.
He manages to be a dad, husband, student and employee and
copes with the commute from his
Santa Cruz home by sneaking
studying in any way he can. He
often writes papers or naps on his
45-minute journey on the Highway

Holiday heat
The holiday season is a bad time
of year, Sivertsen said. Many students go home for Christmas
which contributes to their aniexty.
"Thousands of students go back
to dysfunctional families. It’s always difficult," Sivensen said.
Stomach aches, sleeplessness,
overeating or undereating. grumpiness, biting fingernails and grinding teeth are all signs that a student
isn’t dealing well with school.
Professor Tutko has an answer
that he advocates in all his classes:
time management. Creating time
for studies before it is too late.
"When students feel school is
controlling them that’s when
panic and anxiety set in," Tutko
said.
Sivertsen said there is often a
wave of students during finals at
room 201 of the Administration
Building, where the counseling
services are housed. Students often
are flunking classes they never

Stress solutions
Sivertsen has some other suggestions. Students should talk
about their worries among friends
peenr.s
.t.
and.Do
sit back and moan. Be
assertive about your life," Sivertsen said.
Help is available right on campus, Sivertsen said. The troubles
that go along with the pusuit of a
college degree are so burdenous
that many students take advantage
of the campus’s counseling services.
Students can seek help on everything from acamdemic and re-entry
advising to personal and crisis
counseling, and sign up for one of
the many workshops that focus on
issues such as stress management,
assert is dress, self-acceptance and
substance abuse.
But 2I -year-old Kim Clark. who
works two jobs. is taking 12 units
and can be heard on Tuesdays from
9 a.m. to noon on radio staion
KSJS, has her own way of dealing
with her busy life.
The thin blonde usually only
sleeps five hours a night and
knows when she’s stressed she
finishes other people’s sentences
and talks too fast. Her remedy’?
She spends time with friends and
plays volleyball and softball to
relax.
"My problem is I like to do a lot
of things, and I’m not going to cut
tin \ ii iing out,- Clark said .

Flight team tries to soar without financial backing
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer
The joy of flying runs deep in
the blood of the SJSU Precision
Flight Team.
What makes this group of individuals different from other SJSU
sports teams is the fact that they’re
not officialy sanctioned by the university. Ex-member John Morrone
said the sport is not sanctioned by
SJSU due to insurance reasons.
The flight team competes
against universities and belongs to
the Pacific Coast Region of the
Inter Collegiate Flying Association.
"We’re pretty respected within
the region and nation,- said Morrone. who placed first in navigation last year at the regional level.
"Other schools know we’re not
supported by our university."
Morrone said the team raises
money through fund raisers and
donations, but it isn’t enough.
"Any money we don’t raise
comes out of our own pocket." he
said.
Last year’s captain Mike Jorgensen said belonging to the team
costs each member between
52,000-S3,500 per year.
The team prefers to have one big
tirtid raiser opposed to a bundle ot

little ones, he said. This year’s
team is planning a Monte Carlo
night to raise most of the money
needed. But despite the lack of
funding, the SJSU flight team has
been in existance for 20 years.
"Last year we amazingly took
second place in the regional,"
coach Mitzi Saylor said. "I was
surprised. We had to beg people to
join."
This years squad will consist of
eight members. Jorgensen, Mike
Nieman and James Blaisdell will
be the only returning members
from last year’s team.
"For the past six years, there’s
been no try outs,- Saylor said.
"Whoever shows up and can afford it is on the team."
"We’re hoping to place first this

year.. Jorgensen said. "We have
new talent, old talent and agressive
people."
All flight team members must be
SJSU aviation majors with at least
a student pilot license. Pilots fly
152’s for both landing and navigation events. Competition is hosted
by one of the schools in the region
and is judged front take off to
touchdown.
This year’s competition takes
place in March 1991 at Southern
California’s Mount San Antonio
College. The top three teams in
their division move on to the national lin,e1 at the end of the season.
’Navigation is the most difficult
and stressful event.’" Morrone
said.

He said pilots are given 30 minutes to plan the flights, judge the
time and given coordinates.
"It takes a lot of time and energy." Morrone said. "Most
members work, take full class
loads along with the flying team.
What makes it worth it, is when all
is said and done. I wouldn’t
change it for the world. The value,
experience I’ve learned. I coundn’t
have learned without the flying
team."
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High Five America
Illawara Hawks
Washington State
Santa Clara
Nevada, Reno
UC Santa Barbara
Jan. 4 UC Irvine
Jan. 14 Cal State Fullerton
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16
5
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Nov.
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Dec
Dec.

STUDENT-FACULTY SPECIALS

4 "CHROMOSOME DAMAGE’
-CHROME

Creative Source
Albums

Ever)
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-DIDGITS

5 "TORMENIOP"
-SKINNY PUPPY

bikes and road bikes
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-CLAW HAMMER
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"I’ve learned leadership. how to
win and lose," he said. "It’s
taught me valuable skills and experience. It’s been great

KSJS
90.7 FM

"for all student biking needs"
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Fresno State
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UNLV
Utah State
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* Exhibition Games
All Home Games played at the
Event Center at San Jose State.
Dates and times subject to change

Season TiCket1
Students
$32
(Limit one ticket per I.D.
must show I. D. day of
aculty/Staff
$65
(Limit two per ID)

Tickets for individual
games are al’-,o available
Purchase your tickets at
the [’vent Center Pox Office
For more information call
924 FAI’21

First Home Game
Exhibition with
High Five America
November 13, 7:30 pm

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
BE A MORRISON MONSTER BE LOUD,
BE PROUD AND BE AT ALL SPARTAN HOME
GAMES. ASK FOR SECTION 16.
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Band’s new album lacks talented tracks Experiment may be
future of coverage
By Bill Williamson
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Daily staff writer

Before you can say no-talent
!limbos, there’s another hard -rock
hand on the horizon.
Precious Metal, a tive-member
group of female rockers from Los
Angeles, has just released its third
album since forming in 1984.
The album. "Precious Metal."
is supposed to be the group’s epic
album, according to the members.
They say the hand has finally
jelled.
"This is the first record in my
life that I’m completely proud of
said Carol Control, Precious Metal
drummer, in a press release. "The
songs are there, the hand sounds
great, and as far as I’m concerned
it’s our time to walk up and take
our piece of the rock ’n roll pie."
What bakery does Control want
to patron’? The Lennon, Dylan and
Hendrix section or the Motley
Crew, Poison aisle?
After one listen (and that’s
enough) one can realize what Pre -

ii us Metal’s idea of rock ’n roll
success means. The women with
last names such as Control, Fox
and Robin take hard -rock to its
most cliched arenas.
Sung
over
boring,
tired
uninspiring guitar and drum beats,
are equally boring and uninteresting lyrics to original titles like
"Forever Tonight
’’In The
Mood" and "Nasty Habits."

To say Precious Metal’s music
is rip-off rock is like saying the
Oakland A’s were surprised to lose
the World Series.
But to the hand’s credit the
album does start off promising, yet
the talent Quickly wanes.

Publicity prim

Precious Metal, a five -member group of female rockers from Los
The first track, and hest song is
Angeles, gives listeners an album of uninspiring hard rock songs.
a remake of Jean Knight’s classic
But the song is a fun track. The der, song after song of tiring mid"Mr. Big Stuff." A hand is in
guitar works with the easy to listen stream love rockers.
trouble when its members
Groups like Precious Metal
to harmonx . But the Precious
pride themselves on their song Metal party ends with "Mr. Big makes one realize that playing
writing (like this group does) and Stuff.’’ After that comes a cornu- music isn’t too difficult, hut that
iti(2 it Well IS a different story
their hest tune is a remake.
copia O) is pi.ilhe’s Metal toll-

On ’hies NEW YORK (AP)
day, as network polls troop to the
station
voters,
NBC -owned
KCNC-TV in Denver will attempt
an election -night experiment that
will allow viewers to vote a split
ticket.
They can watch NBC’s primetime schedule of "Matlock," "In
the Heat of the Night" and a one hour NBC News election night
special on KCNC.
Or they can tune to Channel 20,
independent station KTVD. a UHF
station, and see three full hours of
Colorado election coverage, gathered and reported by the news staff
of... KCNC.
The NBC station bought the
time from the other station, and
both have been promoting the
three-hour election-night show on
KTVD.
"I guess it’s as siiiple as trying
says KCNC
Iii ha% e it both v. as

news director Mary Rockford. He
means pleasing those who consider
election -night coverage a crashing
bore and those who can’t get
enough of it.
approach,
split -ticket
This
which Rockford says also is being
tried by several other stations elsewhere in the nation, has a basic
goal.
It aims to avoid losing audiences
to competitors who counter-program against traditional local
prime -time election coverage with
beefed-up entertainment fare
blockbuster movies and the like.
quite
Some may wail
wrongly. says Rockford
that
KCNC is ducking its news responsibilities. But not David Bartlett,
president of the Radio-Television
News Directors Association.
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MANAGEMENT

CAREERS

THESE ARE WHAT MOST
NG LATEL
F THE RETAIL INDUSTRY IS

ISN’T IT TIME YOU TALKED TO SEARS?
It’s become very apparent that much of the retail industry is
wrestling with some new problems. Dramatic change is in the
airand with it, uncertainty. Which is exactly why you should talk
to Sears now. Not only do we have a solid financial base and the
momentum that comes with being the largest retail organization in
the world, but for the past several years we’ve been working hard
to build and reshape our impressive strengths. And the results
have led to the most significant changes in our history, with more
bold moves still to come.
Today, this means an unprecedented need for management
trainees throughout the Sears organization, and the reason for
our upcoming on -campus interviews. We’ll be waiting to see you
this week!

SEARS MANAGEMENT INTERVIEWS
San Jose State University Wednesday, Nov. 7
Contact your Career Services office for details.
Come meet with our Recruiters, and learn about the incredible
variety of merchandising, operations, credit and product
services management careers Sears can offer you throughout
the country It you can t attend, or you’d like more information
about professional employment opportunities with Sears, please
send a resume or letter to Director of College Relations, Sears.
Roebuck 8 Co., Dept. 707-4/BSC 33-41, Sears Tower,
Chicago, IL 60684 but don’t let this opportunity pass you by

SFARS
THE CLOSER YOU GET, THE BETTER WE LOOK.
Pi... J.

Jim,
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lead and allowed NMSU just one
point to take the first game.
In the second game, both teams
fought relentlessly. The Spartans
led for much of the game. but the
Roadrunners stayed close, trailing
6-7 at one point.
Amy
Shankle
Sophomore
helped extend the Spartans’ lead
by serving the next four points.
SJSU then scored three more
points to gain a game point.
The Roadrunners did not give up
and exchanged sideouts four times

ference matches.
The Spartans defeated the Roadrunners from New Mexico State
University 15-4, 15-8 and 15-3
Thursday night.
The encounter may have been a
mismatch even before it started.
While the Spartans had only four
losses this season. New Mexico
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
State came into the match with just
Daily staff writer
four wins.
The women’s volleyball team is
The Roadrunners stayed within
back on track in the Big West after reach of the Spartans early in the
having lost three consecutive con- first game at 3-3. SJSU took the

New Mexico
mismatched
against SJSU

before a hitting error by NMSU
setter Temre Kuester, which gave
the Spartans a 2-0 lead.
The Spartans dominated New
Mexico State in the third game.
building an 11-1 lead. Kuester
served two more points for the
Roadrunners, but that would be all
they would score. A kill by freshman Erin Ginney was deflected by
Vanessa White and went over the
baseline to give the Spartans their
18th win of the season.
"We played really well." said

sophomore outside hitter Mindy in that category.
Cfuleger. "We played solid and
"We always play up to the comwe played together.’
petetion," said Wilson, " and toThe Spartans are now 18-4 over- night we played better than
all and 10-4 in Big West play. The usual."
Roadrunners dropped to 4-22. 2 "We played real well tonight.’
said head coach John Corhelli.
and everyLeading SJSU were Dawnis **We played eveyhody
job."
good
did
a
body
Wilson, who had 11 kills and
"We are obviously not a good
seven digs. and Laura Boone who
had six kills Wilson. only a ju- hallelub." NMSU head coach
nior, needs two More digs to be- Craig Choate said. "For us, We
come the school’s all-time leader played well."

Attend
Professor
Kuppenheimer’s
Seminar on
Men’s Fashion.
Dan Ocampo Daily staff photographet
vada Reno’s Collette Skaggs. Dougherty placed
3rd. and Skaggs placed Isl.

S.ISt ’s Cathy Dougherty’, top, temporarily
I, ads the 500 free style, but is overtaken by Ne-

UNR sinks Spartan swimmers
her might, passing Badillo, winning the event by a fraction of a
The Spartan’s swimming team second: Ross finished with a time
the
Unileft
gasping
for
air
as
was
of 2:01.48 and Badillo finished
versity of Nevada Reno swam off 2:01.66.
victory
with a lopsided 137-68
"The coach said 1 had to win."
Thursday at the SJSU Aquatic
Ross said. "I knew we needed the
Center.
UNR (2-0) started out strong by points. I was feeling good and
taking the 2(X) medley relay 13-4, pulled out in front."
forcing the Spartans 10-2) to play
"Her finish in the 200 freestyle
catch-up the rest of the afternoon.
Unfortunately for the Spartans, shows the type of style we’d like
all of our girls to finish with,"
they never did catch up.
"I thought we had some great Kadluhek said.
races." SJSU coach Vaunc KadluThe Spartans lost the next four
hek said. "It was a gtxxl meet for events: the 50 freestyle. the 200 inus. The kids are finishing tougher. dividual medley. the 100 butterfly
’They’re becoming competitors in and the 100 freestyle, making the
racing."
score 87-44. But to bring life back
"We swam very well," UNR into the Spartans, up stepped Ross
coach Mike Anderson said. "We once again.
were very confident coming into
the meet."
Ross edged out USK., Heather
UNR won the 1000 freestyle, Grady by less than two seconds in
bringing the score to 26-10. But the 1(8) backstroke, with a time of
next came the 200 freestyle in 1:05.41.
which SJSU’s Dina Ross was
The Spartans went on to lose the
neck-and-neck with UNR’s Amber
Badillo. When Badillo pulled into last three events: the 500 freestyle.
the lead, it looked as if SJSU the 1(X) breaststroke and the 200
frecsyle relay, but still felt optiwould lose another event.
Ross wasn’t ready to give up so mistic about Thursday’s race and
the rest of the season.
easily.
lt;ifd
"W,*% -c ht,.11 cc, irk
she kicked and stroked ss ith all
By Steve Helmer

Daily staff writer

Ross said. "Even though we didn’t
win, we had a lot of improvements. Our time was better
overall and we pulled together in
the end."
"Our team is a lot more
closer." said Tina Spit/c. ssho led
SJSU in the 10(X/freestyle. placing
third with a time of 12:17.48.
"There’s a much more positive atmosphere amongst Us.’’

’I thought we had some great
races,’ ’ Kadlubek said. "We had
good finishes. There was a good
crowd and we had good support
from the athletic department and
student body."
SJSU "is a much improved
team from last year." Anderson
said. "I was very surprised. I’m
very impressed with the facility."
The Spartan’s next meet is Saturday. November 10. against
Fresno State and UNR. at the
Nuo.tti,

MAC & PC
RENTALS

Di5eogoit PAcofo Skifey
DARKROOM SPECIALISTS

FILM
PAPER
CHEMISTRY
SUPPLIES

451 SOUTH FOURTH STREET, SAN JOSE
M -F 9-5:30 SAT 10-2

If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed, For
Term Papers,
Homework, resumes,
& other needs...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES
100 Student Discount

One Block
South of
Duncan Hall/

Computers To Go

(408) 275 9649

Call 403 746-2945
53(4 S Murphy, Sunnyvale

AB COMPACT DISC EXCHANGE A
_
IN 0. off
r

NEED CASH?
WE BUY
USED
$11.88
MAGIC 7
CD$
,

6 CD’S &
GET 1 FREE!

StlY

BILLBOARD
TOP
30

EAST
SANTA CLARA ST.
109

it AVSel

T,
B
E’

IgDi0All
giloE tif 7,,ff co II
....,
It ra4s;t,,,,Frs Pos 1

40418
SIRMTIONS
AP PO

KUPPEN H El M ER
OIENI’S CLOTHIERS)

America’s 9 Value Clothier For Men
Sunnyvale: 797-E El Camino Real. 732-9820 San Jose: 1081 Blossom Hill Road. 723-7396.
Santa Clara: Corner of Winchester Blvd. & Stevens Creek Blvd. across from Valley Fair Mall 246-777

Kadlubek said she was pleased
with her team’s performance. She
was also glad to see close to 50
people observing the free swim
meet.

11M

RECEIVE A FREE
LUPE WITH A
$15 PURCHASE
COUPON \
\ REQUIRED/

This is the one class you can’t afford to miss. Because
now that you’re almost ready to join the world of
professionals, it’s time you started dressing like one.
And at Kuppenheimer, we have great suits at serious
savings, even as low as $159. As well as dress shirts
and ties. . . whatever you need. Think of this as
graduate work in how to look good on an interview.

Apple
presents
some
incredible
after-school
activities.
gol,ng t l I gi;itlihati- .c U a BS/MS in Computer Si n.e fl Elccmull. Industrial or Mechanical Engineering, come to our prevntation. Becat Ise this is one after-school event that could change what you do with your
life after school.

ltursday
November 8th, 1990
12:30-230 p.m.
Student I ’nkm
Guadalupe Room
Apple Computer has a torporate conunitment to the principle of diversity. In that
spirit, we wekome applications from all individuals. %omen, minorities veterans
and disabled individual, are en. ouratrd to appb.

ircETWEEN RD & 4TH)

ONE BLOCK FROM Sent

294

5430-.,

r

ft.::Aap

ili

MON 05 10AM TO lOrM ISI SAT

W’ S’

104/4 L2 WO SUN 12 MOON 11/14

The power to be your best."’
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Spartans trounce the Titans 44-6
Canley sets two
more SJSU records

the attack, completing 29 of 39 passes for
442 yards and two touchdowns. Gary
Charlton, though he did not make a reception, threw a 55-yard scoring pass to fellow wide receiver Bobby Blackmon in the
By Bryan Gold
second quarter to give SJSU a 28-0 lead.
Daily staff writer
"Martini is an excellent quarThe SJSU football team moved closer terback," Titan head coach Gene Murphy
to a California Raisin Bowl berth with a said. "But using us as a barometer doesn’t
44-6 victory over Fullerton State on Satur- do him justice."
day at Spartan Stadium.
For Martini, the passing yards were a
SJSU (6-2-1 overall, 5-0 in the Big career high and it marked the fifth time
West Conference) led 37-0 at halftime and
finished with 670 yards in total offense.
the second highest in school history. SJSU ’It was probably our best first
sent the Titans to their ninth consecutive
half as a total team this
loss (1-9 overall, 0-5 in conference).
"It was probably our best first half as
a total team this season," Spartan head season. I’ll take those kinds
coach Terry Shea said. "I’ll take those of games anytime.’
kinds of games anytime."
- Terry Shea,
Spartan tailback Sheldon Canley
SJSU coach
rushed for 119 yards on 21 carries and
three touchdowns. For the season he now
has 1,067 yards rushing, the second this season that he has reached the 300straight year of over 1.000 yards on the yard plateau.
"I see my buddy Ty (Detmer of
ground.
With scoring runs of two, one, and BYU) doing it every week and I just
five yards. Canley now has 26 rushing wanted to be there," said Martini, a transtouchdowns in an SJSU uniform to break fer from BYU.
"If you are open, Ralph is going to
the school record held by Kenny Jackson
throw you the ball," said tight end Bryce
(1986-1987).
Canley set another record with his 21 Burnett, who caught four passes for 83
carries, which broke the school record of yards and one touchdown, a 3I -yard pass
532 overall. Former Spartan Gerald Wil- that Martini lofted behind the defense.
Burnett, a recent inductee into the
lhite (1980-1981), who also played for the
Denver Broncos in the NFL. held the re- "Young Guns" receiving corps, had three
of his receptions. including the touchcord with 530.
Canley overcame a case of the stom- down, on third down.
Shea said the key to the balanced ofach flu that kept him out of practice on
Wednesday and gained 204 yards in all - fensive attack was the yardage gained on
first down.
purse offense.
"I just wanted to throw more on first
"We were sensitive about it," Shea
down." Shea said. "When you complete
said. "But, he looked electric tonight."
"I did feel a little weak," Canley those passes. it opens up both the passing
said. "But, I didn’t feel nearly as had as and running game."
"Our pass defense has not been a
midweek."
Quarterback Ralph Martini balanced strong point this year," Murphy said.

"Our rush defense wasn’t too bad tonight.
but it wasn’t good enough. The balanced
attack makes Canley more effective as it
does Martini."
On defense, SJSU allowed Fullerton
State only 256 yards in total offense as the
Titans scored their only touchdown with
6:15 remaining in the game. Running back
Reggie Yarborough plowed in from two
yards out for the Titans lone score.
SJSU recorded six sacks to bring its
season total to 47, an average of more than
five per game.
One of the sacks resulted in an injury.
Already down 31-0, Titan quarterback
Paul Schulte left the game in the second
quarter with a rib bruise while being
sacked and did not return.
"It was not one of Paul Schulte’s better games," Murphy said.
Titan quarterback Terry Payne came
off of the bench to complete 10 of 20
passes for 96 yards and rush for nine
yards. On one run, he hurdled over a Spartan defender to set up the touchdown run.
For the Spartans, Everett Lampkins
and Paul Franklin returned to action.
Lampk ins. playing in his first game since
Ann Nelson - Daily stall photographer
Sept. 8, made seven tackles while Franklin, out since Sept. 29, had three tackles TD TIME - Spartan wide receiver Bobby Blackmon celebrates after scoring a
and one of SJSU’s three interceptions.
55-yard touchdown in the second quarter against Fullerton State,

Spartan Stats
SJSU
Fullarton St.

14 23
0 10

0
0

7-44
6

SJSU - Burnett 31 pass horn Martini (Bowen
vicid
Yarbrough 2 run (PAT tails)

6-

SCORING SUMMARY
First Quarter
SJSU-Canley 2 run (Bowen kck)
SJSU - Brooks 22 pass from Martini (Bowen
kick)

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - SJSU Gamey 21-119 vargas 628. Wu 2-16. Brooks 1-12. Zen 1-3 Hawthorne
2-0. Martini 3+21. Jordan 2-1-4). Barbosa 4-1-61
CSF. Yarbrough 12-49. Sullivan 1-24 Payne 6-9.
Pasqua 1-4. Mullins 2-3. Schulte 4+11)
PASSING - SJSU. Martini 29-39-2-442. Jordan 1-2-0-7 Charlton 1-1-0-55 CSF Payne 1020-2-96. Schulte 8-19-1-82
RECEIVING - SJSU. Slakes 7-95. Canley 658. Blackmon 40-109. Burnett 4-83. Barbosa 346. Brooks 2-35, Hawthorne 2-24. Sariatte 121.
26. Jackson 1-21.0 Smdh 1-7 CSF, Reed 9-77
Hanson 4-23. Celestine 2-48. Brown 1-24 Lendenne 1-3. West 1-3

TEAM STATISTICS
SJSU
29
42-166
504
31.422
670
2-2
6-33
10-71
32 25

Second Quarter
SJSU-Canley I run (Bowen kick)
SJSU - Blackmon 55 pass from Charlton
(Bowen kick)
SJSU- Bowen 21 FG
SJSU- Canley 5 run (PAT fails)
Fourth Guider

First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp -All -Int
Total Net Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Sacks By-Yards Lost
Penalties-Yards
Possession Time

Fullerton
13
26-78
178
18-39-3
256
1.1
215
8-91
273S

PUNTING - SJSU. Negrey 3-363 CSF,
Nevin 9-43.1
RETURNS - SJSU. Canley 2-27 G Smith 1.
19, Momhinweg 27 CSF Mullins 4-37 McAfee
3-19 Pasgull 1.9, West 22
FIELD GOALS - SJSU Bowen 1-1 CSF
Nevin 0-1
TACKLES iunassisted & assisted. 5 Or Mel
-SJSU Washington 8 Lampluns 7 Vast 6
CSF Haley 14 Siler 8. Bruce 8 McMillan 8. ’Parable 7 Raiz 7 Lindsay 7 Jones E Sullivan 5
SACKS - SJSU Washington 25. Burnam 1
Neel 1 Mayo 5. Powers 5 Vaal, 5 CSF. Sher
I Freeman 1
ATTENDANCE - 11256

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now,
Saw your Meth, eyes
and money too
Cleanings and office
visits at no charge
For brochure see
AS &Wear call
1-800455-3225
San Jose Slate
WING CHUN KUNG Eli
This Chinese self.
defense system wa
formed to eliminate
unnwessary flashy
movement and to
achieve quick
direct results You
will learn detailed
theoreticel emir
cation* with
practical street
wise fighting
techniques Lessons
are taught using
traditional one on
on. methods Women
and men am
encouraged to apply
Mon end Wed 7 9pm
at SPX 202
Situ Steve Wong
2933644

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS. trucks. boats, 4wherelera, motornomes, by FBI IRS,
GSA AvallabM your area now.
CO1(6055682.7555. Ext C1258

direct to save yourself
time & money, 8 arn-8 pm
7 days week’ Call today
for more into VISA MC

WEDDING

nese English
No
fee
PERSONA at 453-0505
DRESS

2656. eves 972-0709

81 MAZDA 829. 2 door AT km notes
on rebuilt engine WA TM tax
setts. AC Most sell $t 000 obo
Cell DAVID at 947-540 Isaac,,,..
age

COMPUTERS

TIARA headpiece Never worn’ White size
12 14. paid 81.000 making 1500 or
best otter Call LYN at 246-9130 or
141513644/116

ACTIVISTS
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN JOBS
Campaign with CALPIRG a wiperienced staff end pass ground

MoncleyEridey, 6 PM9 PM
Sat Sun 10 AM -6 PM

BARTENDER NEEDED part tinw for
weekend shifts SANTA TERESA
GOLF COURSE Call 229-3170 ask
for JOHN Mon-Fri 9-2 pm

CASHIER WANTED. PT wail coca,.
tomers clean stock Afternoon
and
**Mends
Starting
pay
86 50 hr
Cell 294-6161
EOE
RACE ST FISH POULTRY

CHRISTMAS, Spring Meek Summer
Travel FREE Air couriers needed
and crulseshlp lobs Call 1.905
682-7555. eel E-1961
5

days went 1 30 prn5 30 pm Pre
ter min graduate student in 0.
del VoOrk child psych special ed
lent hew own car Call evenings
(4081395-2178

31,000 for a one week
on-campus marketing
protect Organized end
herd working Call
Amy Jeanine at 19001
592-2121
MALE

COMPANION FOR Men Km
boy Mon -Fri. 2-6 pm Must hare
car ncellent
references
Call
after 7 pm 395-217B

MUSIC ROOM KELP WANTED. Con.
tact the Student Union Director.
Once or cell 924.6350
PACKAGE HANDLERS NEEDED for
our San Jose office 87 50 hr plus
II 00 tee free loward ’union
Hours meltable 2 m to?
m

COUNSEL OR DIRECT
CARE
sten
needed ra local residential fecin
ties for young Wulf.
adoles
cents w autism & reined chsabili
lies FT PT positions avail Start

cermet PTA FT eccount exec
amnion...11.kt In high
tech Ind PT shipping also
Finial. hours working around
schedule CW1408)944-0301
eel 323

141511141-5036
LEARN RUSSIAN FAST"
From NATIVE 111nMen major.
Now t.hnigun directly
awn USSR Practical

Laundry on site security bulklMg. bicycle racks Call 26641157

dialogues Reading writing
Malls Call ILYA at 291-1449
between 6-10 pm

LOST & FOUND

BLACK DAYTIMER notebool
BMA ATM Please cell Ken 52309th

for etudents & ’acuity
17

5100 REWARD
for information leedIng
to the recovery of my
green white HARO
mountain bike Stolen

STEREO

Tues. OM 30 from bete
rec. between REC CENTER
and MUSIC HALL Great
eentimentel value Please

I SELL CAR STEREOS I give big big
discounto to fellow SJSU student. I am fully an authorised
dealer for Audio Control Auto..
Clarkin G S Redline infinity
Seniwood Kicker I. meer Rower

PERSONALS

If accepted cm will ea.
51.1 you wIth your resume. Inter.
viewing skill. and plecement as Position...* employer
paid Requires good communicslion skill. Call BRIAN KOPP at
EITP for an interview 0115)275.

Pioneer Pnrktorri fn.:jai@ Sony

ENTERTAINERS NEEDED at loyal
FAMILY restaurant 701901144
S10420 hr w tips Cell 18191569
9966 COL( ECT Training weil-

MATTRESS SETS. New twin
049. kill 395 queen S145 king
8199 You get both pl.. Chest.
beds. daybeds bunkbed. 099 &
up Dresser mirror nitestend

BEDS

Four piece bedroom
of drawers

Chest
set
9199
(4151745-0900

FUTONS" Large .election 55 Ms
count tv 550 piaci.. Bong this
ad CUSTOM FUTONS 900 S
Veinchemer Plod San Jom It 7
mile south of 2801 Call 296-6161

FEMALE MODELS NEEDED for swi,n.
weer glamour end fashion pho
to, Cell Dale et 14081 7911 2106
aft 3 pm

FULL TIME RECEPTIONIST Cntorner
Service Rep 11.5 M -F Skill. Typ
ing Apple Comma... Accounting
Call 127-R493

SECURITY OFFICERS
PROCESS SERVERS
Full lime port lkae
S 0 mil wins
We Will train
Apply in person
Mon -Fri 9 orn,4
260 Meridian Ave S J
AC UF ACTS INC

GET INTO A greet industry date tele
communicellons
Neer Spartan
Stadium Base plus huge corn
mission Sales cotillion no imp.
Monte necessary MOM. hour
WOMEN WEI COME to WOMAN
owned buainess. Cell Patty or

HOUSE SUPERVISOR needed Ma’s
rehablInatIon program Motivaied

Vanguard is loomng tor
friendly people to work
et safe,.,.,. high tech
campmates
BEST FFFFF rTS AVAILABLE
Sharp Inner imiforra vocation
pay med deal Ms end
men, union

EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Tenn papers reports. group peplos resumes let
ter. these*
idler duality’ All
formals plus APA SPELCHEK
punctuation goon.. aosistance
All work guarentmid. Call PAM
147-2981 8 am-aprn for reorryfroe
prolesional dependable movice

Ad Rates

a

fliers resumes, moors. Sc
DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
294.1833
50% off w SJSU ID

SJSU for 4 yea’s) high Quellfy
term papers. theses resumes letters group proescl etc AAA
spelling grammar,
specialist
punctuation CheCit Available 7
day* week by eppointment Call

TWO BLOCKS from CAMPUS.
next to Original Joe
TYPING
WOROPROCESSING
Sr 50-$2 page
laser prMler
Memnrosa
Notes WPM& ’KW.’

ROI 274.3684

flyers etc
Free wilting
Donmenn Business Center
325S 1st St. 1st Fl 263-0700

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORD proMatiors familiar
with APA Turahlan forrwts
tor reports meow theses

TYPING-WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reports

rnumes what -ever Science LI
English papers our specialty
FREE sperlicheck storage
low.cost editing & graphics
Cell Paul Mrginia-251-0449
FAST

ACCURATE

thesis. resumes
TN/ COMPUTER PROCESSING
Cell 972.1563
WORD PROCESSING SERMCE
Resumes Letters Reports
Reasonable Rates
Laser Printing

COMPUTER

WORDPROCESSOR Near Hama,
Ion & Winchester Call SHIRLEY
CI 379-3519 KATHY at 379-1188

P U & Del Cover all areas of
San Jose Campbell

L ETTER OUAL ITS
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell check
Kelp with gramme.
Reasonable rates
Minimum 12 per page
Cali RAJU st 236.8759

Santa Clara
Cell to, free estimate
223-6331
WORD PROCESSING ITO OUALITY
PHOTOCOPIES MORE.

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 svpm. ()utility guaranteed
COmpelitive rat. Term papers
tape
trtinkr nption
resurnoui

Pspor Resumes Fryers Etc
Quick return Soweto; (Many.
CECit rA 408 22.i 6102
Wd proc 52 25 po $1 ta
whIchever ins So Si ewe
2 degrees in v

theses legal pape, medic, ,istk

AA

CI bLurt

appro vrnateii. 23

Ietters and spact):,

’ot eat

’WV ’

Minimum three lines on one day
One
Two
Three Four
Five
Day
Days
Days Days Days
3 Lines $500 $600 $670 $ 7 40 5800
4 Lines $600 $670 $740 S 8 10
8 80
5 Lines $700 $740 $8 to
60
8 80
6 Lines $800 $870 $940 $10 10 510 80
Each Additional I. me $t 00

Each
Extra
Day
51 50
$2 00
$300
53 50

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-911n65 $70 00
10-14 LInes $9000
1’5-19Lines S110 00
23 SPACeS A.,1,51n,v
*MI clasvhed advensen,n111 EaCh kna ffa5

,

v

Print Name
I
Address

111

1,1 ClunC.,,atinS

City 6 Slate

SECURITY

immediate Interview
With Regular Reims
urr Tirne or Part Time
Mn f merlons Necessary

Wort done prolessIonelly
occura1My. quickly A wtth
a smile’ Handouts, exams.

Print Your Ad Here

I

(4081924-3277

87 04 TO START
Week!, Pay

John In g93-1881
UNIVEGA ARROW PACE BIKE 21
men 12 meed nee new Sni
mann dmeller $230 obo Cell 954

SALESPERSONS
WANTED
ENGL ISH SPANISH bl.lingual only No
nperrenc
necessary
Flexible
hours
guaranteed
news
B LACKBURN
AUTO SALES
Cell 292.6121 t 334 S WI St S J

TEACHERS’ STUDENTS.

12 Mt PPM

AND

A NEATI Y. TYPED PAPER
gets Me beet grede

408) 249-8466
SERVICING your Word Processing
and Grepllics needs Term papers reports thems etc LASER
PRINTER
FREE grammer spel1 punc check Reason.. rates
12 minutes
Quick turnaround
from campus Call KATE at Tech.
nrcally Typing 140012R1-0750

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
(serving
Prof...Morsel
typtla

MIIIIMIM11111111-1==1-1111111111=-1111MIMI=MIIIMMINO=1

program

slalanc

Pickup avail
EVEL YN 2788014
AFFORDABLE

621 E Campbell AVe
cell 379-3500

cell 251-1483

SALES -ELECTRICAL We ere looking
tot
Whited number of people to
run through
free sales trainong

Reports term maws
resumes letters Amer.
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET
Affordable eccurale &
fest. Spell Gram ck avt
Clam to campus

eyebrows -lips cheeks & the
luxury of liOnliuOue eyes
Call by December 251990
& receive s 155. discaunt

LOST

Call Marsh. 266-9444

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’

Enhance your nalurall beauty.
Haw wont lookIng wautifur

WARD

Call LE et 492

John or Pauline
AAAH, Too many reports and not
enough Write, LET ME DO THE
TYPING. Resumes. term papers
theses. Mc Gred & underpred
Availede days eve* & weekends
by appt Lamr Printer Call ANNA
at 972-4992

PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH

HAVE YOU SEEN THE Citadel 90
Overfed yeerboolt, Its black &
gold Call KHAI at 926-5216 RE-

9307
-EARN EXTRA INCOME
Up to 5900 no and excellent
nperience tor a profession&

EDITORIAL, RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring consultation billowsphIc materials end editing mod
ices Final draught p eon ilt10

SJSU-780 S 11th Street 2 bOrm. 2
be. remodelt.d end very clew
Ample pealing. 87504100 me

PRODUCT MARKETING MGT
Sports minded people needed for
Sena Clew office management
positron
No experience fin
we train

Non-smoker

ROOM FOR RENT $300 mo paw 1 2
utilities. $50 deposit 1 block horn
SJSU Need by Nov 15 Call KARI
at 294.2058 leers nunsam

2074

e mery

SERVICES

984-5203

Attention ENGINEERING
fludente and nOn-native
’Let me help
ape
you with resumes letters
and reports Very reasonable Technimil writing
background Please call

Willow Glen Ares

AAAAAA HA’
140 TIME to type your
paper resume/
We can type it FAST and NEAT
with LOW RATE lot students
As low es 12 page’
Call now’ 942-0191 923-3956

Call BRAINSTORM
0151962-8801

FREE RENT In ..change for 10 hours

position Great experience Con.
1.1559-1503

TYPING

Call

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL

CALL LINDA TOOAY
for 11 workman. Professional
word processing Theses
lerm papers group armee!.
etc All format. IncludIng
APA Laser printer Oink
return Transcription services
available Almaden Branham ore.

elc

TYPING
wordpro
cessing. Close to campus Feel
turnaround Please call 292.4096

APA NURSING NUSF PSYCH
Formal Edit Leserprint
Theses, Term Papers. Outlines

CALL MRS MORTON-266-9448
Laser Printer
Word Perk.’
Theses Term Papers Resumes
Editing Asarstance Yes.
sp grommet itarilMICe structure
APA Turablan MLA format.

for ARLENE’

graphics
today’

PROFESSIONAL

14081295-7438

Phone 264-4504

low Meares’
Millie your Christmaa
elan, NOW.
C40,997.3647 and ask

T-SHILITS

HOUSING

Morgan Hill. Ca

WHERE DO YOU
want to go,’" Kenn
klexlco Europe U

Earn money for your rraternIty
sorority club or buena.5 by sell.
Mg silk -screwed TSturts with
your design or logo

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to, 2
bedroom 1.12 bath Call 2435452

MFCC INTERN NEEDED for adolescent girl. group home Volunteer

455 Barren Ave
95037

NEED COUPLES for relationship
envoy.
question*.
Results
mous Will mall quest or make sr.
rengements Call 294-9058 leave
message

All over Bay area Call MIKE COL
or
LECT
1213)592-2501
at
(714)893.5210

of bebyslffing MR
Call 7889614

NEED INFORMATION ON Buenos
Aires/ The Amazon/ Komi/ Can.
curl/ Inside Travel Reports give
you down-to-earth Information.
S995 each Merlyn Publications

Campus Christian Center, 10th Sr
San Carlos For more intormetion
about actIviths. call Fin Norb
FIrnhaber et 29ea204

ATTENDANTS
PARKING
VALET
WANTED, Approx 17 hr cash
Will wort. with school schedule

Call ANDY now al 291

creams
9720

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 AM at

Call 257432615unit.
P E , recreation. or
education units wet

Roadway Package System. 897
Wrigley Wey Milpitas 408-261

S J

Call 266 3042

6599 day phone

of childcare programs
FORM. schedules
nrly em blare pm
pennons swill immediately

Good spelling and grammar
also help Let this
English teacher assist
you In linprOvIng yOur
G P A Foreign students
welcome Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS" TWO offers
10% off any published tare Pur
chase your TWA etudent discount
card now and Mat the fare In -

S Bayyvood Ave San Jos.

105V

AUTO -HEAL THLIFE HOME
Stale Farm Insurance Co
MORT N STAR

headboard

LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT commie/Mon that
would Ilke lo earn 1500-

Ungo Box YaMans Zapco
more Student ID reqd 14151 7909292 Iv ring MARC

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC" Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
confidential Your wry own probe
or Macomb. Call 247-7486. 135

TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Small World Schools
is hiring part-time
students to, all types

Excellent earnings.
Jeanine Amy et 18001
592-2121

Call /94-1545

FOR SALE

1799 Hamilton Ave

LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
to work on en on -campus
marketing protect tor
mew companWe Must
be personable end outgoing

breaking laws to clean up the en.
Mammal For an Interview Call
Jame. et 415-323-5364

16-58 255, Call 448-3953

420 E &on Clara St
between 9111 & 1095 SI
behind SJSU garage

development and expertenc. preferred but not *auntie’
Call 293-2288

Call

guide show you how Send
$895 to A AM Publications
P0 Boa 3728. Sena Clara
Ca 95055

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings et
6 30 6 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. 101h & San Carlos For
more Into about other activities
call Father Mark hoary or Sister
Judy Ryen .1 299-0204

Child

JOBS IN PARADISE
Learn hoer to obtain exciting
new cowers Min CLUB MED.
cruisellnes and other tropical
resorts Lel our informative

HELP WANTED

CATHOLIC

TEACHER AIDE in campus child care
center 830 em-1 per. MonFrl

&

COMPUTER REPAIR
Data recovery hardware
upgrades Software con
gulling LOW PRICES’ Also
sale of accessories
VINE COMPUTER SERVICE

Apply .1 3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara (13.1nen 010011
& San Tomas) 727-4465

JOBS
AVAILABLE
Sales.
engineering accounting and adminlo
nation
131-1Inguals.
Jam

Call Now 1415)375-8003 or
14081259-8000

COMPANION FOR 13 year old boy
87 HYUNDAI EXCEL GC 4 door. sun.
roof, good gas mileage, stereo,
Days 924.
eecelenl condition

rnponMIffe student may apply
No experience necessary, flex
hours, volunteer status Room II
Board provided plus benefits Call
The Christian Embassy at 5233845

WHOLESALE
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Nintendo Genesis TG -16
Cell HOME ENTERTAINMENT
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Events and
Happenings
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percent rating on education."
The 29th annual International
Levy wants to slash the bureaucracy that he says is stagnating the Food Bazaar is scheduled to start
today in the Student Union
teaching process.
He also questioned Quacken- Amphitheater.
The bazaar will feature booths
bush’s stand on civil liberties
with food from all over the world.
issues.
"He (Quackenbush) refused to Scheduled to have booths are Clube
vote for medical funding for abor- Lusitania, Industrial Designers
Society of America. General Union
tions. That’s the litmus test."
of Palestian Students, Nutrition and
Quackenbush also voted to Food Science Club. Vietnamese
require minors to receive parental Student Association, India Students
consent for abortions.
Association. Asian Business
"He’s conveniently pro-choice," League. Spartan Oriocci, Akbayan
Levy said. "I take a very strong Club and Tau Delta Phi.
stand."
The bazaar is scheduled to run
Levy said he wants everybody to from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today and
Set involved.
Tuesday.
"Do what you can. Scream up
The Santa Clara County
and down," he said. "If you scream. Registrar of Voter is in search of
know what you are talking about."
2,000 more election officers to man
People who scream, he said, will the 1226 polling places in the counhave a lot of questions thrown their ty for Tuesday’s General Election.
way. "It is important to study."
An applicant need only be an
After studying the issues, he said American citizen and those chosen
it is time for action. "Know who will be paid $60-$95 for a full day’s
) our representatives are."
work.
Expect to be at the polling place
When you send a letter out, he
...lid, you are speaking for 500 people. at 6:30 a.m. and stay until about 9
If you are concerned, he said, get p.m. Call (408) 299-2694 for more
information.
it solved by joining an organization.
Free blood sugar tests and
Of course, there is always anothdiabetes information will be offered
er way to get a message across.
"If you are crazy, you can get by the Diabetes Society of Santa
Clara Valley, District 4C-6 Lions
into politics." he joked.

UPDATE
From pagel
Jeniene Rodrigues. a third floor
resident, said she saw the couch in
Iron! of the room at 5:30 a.m. Oct.
19 but it was not on fire.
The fire sent 21 people to the
hospital for treatment of burns and
smoke inhalation. Thomas Byrd
and Brian Young. both IS. remain
in the bum unit of the Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center. according to
Dallas Allen, nursing supervisor.
Green said Friday that both are listed in stable condition.
Byrd was burned over 55 percent
of his body and Young had 33 percent of his body burned.
Garrett said that most of the

interviews he has completed have
provided information.
"It is imperative because if it
goes to court. (the interviews) will
be part of the (defense) attorney’s
case," Garrett said. "The attorney
will try to discredit us if we haven’t
done the job."
"I want to know what they heard.
who they heard, what they saw, and
who they saw," Garrett said.
"Everyone has been very cooperative. Even if they weren’t here. I
have to confirm that too."
He added that the interviews last
from three to four minutes.
Garrett said that the residents of
Moulder Hall or anyone who has
information should contact him at
924-2235.

Club and Long Drug’s stores on
Saturday.
Free blood glucose (sugar) content tests will be taken Saturday
from noon to 4 p.m. at Long’s Drug
Stores in Santa Clara. 222 Saratoga
Avenue, Gilroy. 6980 Chestnut
Street. and Sunnyvale, 1165 West
El Camino Real.
Long’s Drugs Stores will also
offer free blood tests Nov. 17 from
noon to 4 p.m. in Cupertino. 19750
Stevens Creek Boulevard and San
Jose, 1685 Tully Road, and 5407
Camden Avenue.
The sixth annual eight kilometer "Dash tor Diabetes" and the Bay
Area Corporate Athletic Asociation
(BACAA) Grand Prix event are
scheduled to be held Sunday at 9 a.m.
Sponsored by the Sunnyvale
Medical Clinic, the race will start
and finish at the clinic, located on
596 Carrol, Sunnyvale, near El
Camino Real and Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road.
Race day registration will be
open from 7:30 to 8:45 a.m, and the
cost is $1 5.
Registration fees include a Tshirt, refreshments and a random
drawing of prizes for all finishers.
Top three finishers in each category. including the wheelchair division, will receive medals.
All proceeds will benefit the Diabetes Society of Santa Clara Valley.
For more information call (408)
287-3785.
Compiled by the Spartan Daily
"News Dogs."

DONATION
From page 1
Redding. director of university relations and development.
The A.S. donation will be the
first contribution to this fund, said
Lori Stahl. SJSU public information
officer.
The fund will generally help
Moulder Hall students with any
needs they may have as a result of
the fire.
Another fund, established by the
SJSU Inter-Residence Hall Association, will receive $1.500 of the
A.S. money.
This fund was established.
according to IHRA President Dana
Lee, to help pay for replacing students’ personal possessions, rather

Unemployment not up, San Diego
but recession imminent reservists
WASHINGTON (AP) America’s unemployment rate held at
5.7 percent in October even though
U.S. industries posted broad job
losses, the government said Friday
in a report many analysts took as
more evidence the nation’s economy has fallen into a recession.
Though last month’s civilian
jobless rate was unchanged from
September, the Labor Department
said the nation’s job market continued to show widespread weakness.
More industries lost jobs than
gained them for the third month in
a row, the agency said.
"This is strong evidence that the
economy really has lost its footing
now and slipped into recession,"
said Robert Dederick, chief economist at the Northern Trust Co. of
Chicago.
Janet Norwood, commissioner
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
said the agency’s findings "point
to a worsening employment picture
... the employment situation continued to deteriorate in October."
In other weak economic news
Friday, the Commerce Department
said its Index of Leading Economic Indicators dropped 0.8 percent in September for its second
than repairs to the rooms or building.
The university will be writing
checks to Moulder Hall students
"up to $1.100 per student" this
week, said Connie Sauer, associate
educational vice president of business. "We are essentially drawing
on CSU housing reserve moneys."
she said.
Moulder Hall students wanting
to receive some of this money need
to fill out a claim form. These
forms will then be processed and
payment generated. Sutler said.
Because not all claims have been
submitted, Sauer said she didn’t
know yet what the total costs would
he. Any students with personal
property losses over $1.1(X) would
need to look elsewhere for help.
This is where the relief funds

straight decline. Three consecutive
drops in that index are generally
considered a sign that a recession
is imminent.
The unchanged October jobless
rate was a reprieve from recent
months. Previously, the nation’s
unemployment rate had jumped
three months in a row, rising half a
percent from June’s 5.2 percent
rate.
Still, substantial job losses in
construction, manufacturing and
retail trade in October caused overall non-farm payrolls to drop by
70,(XX), the Labor Department
said. Unlike the job declines in recent months, census workers accounted for only a tiny portion of
October’s job losses. with 7.000
census workers laid off. the government said.
Mrs. Norwood and analysts
pinned the unemployment rate’s
ability to hold steady despite the
big job losses
on the slow
growth of the labor force, not any
good news about out-of-work
Americans.

will be able to help students, she
said.
The university has also been paying to put up parents of seriously
injured students in hotels, as well as
some transportation expenses for
them to get back and forth to the
hospitals.
The university wants to assist the
fire victims as touch as possible.
Batt said, hut they simply do not
have the money to continue to foot
the bill. The relief funds would also
help to cover these expenses.
"It was very nice effort on the
part of A.S.," Batt said.
The community’s overall
response to the fire has been "very
reassuring." he said. The school
has received everything from
"boxes from Bekins to detergent
from Safeway."

gulf-bound
SAN DIEGO (AP)
About 125 Army reservists
from San Diego are on their
way from Norton Air Force
Base in San Bernardino to
Saudi Arabia Friday as part
of operation Desert Shield,
an Army spokesman said.
The 316th Quartermaster
Company, which had been
training at Fort Irwin in the
Mojave Desert, will store
and transport drinking water
in collapsible storage tanks
and hoses for more than 10.000 soldiers deployed in
Saudi Arabia.
The unit, which shipped
out at midnight Thursday, is
on active duty for 90 days. If
necessary, that will be extended by presidential order
for another 90 days in the
Middle East, said Maj. John
Wagstaffe, an Army spokesman.
The company was called
to active duty on Sept. 19
with reserve units from 27
other states

DUMMY
From page)
positive," Holloway said. "We said
that this is the reason to come to
school, not to stay away from
school."
"My own personal opinion is that
it is people’s opinions," Johnson
said. -This is a type of thing that
happens throughout our lives."
However, she added, "lynching
isn’t funny. This implies that it is a
black college student."
She added that members of
African Leaders Educating and Rising lbgether and MEChA, a student
Chicano/Latino organization, plan to
protest the hanging and take action.
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THE FORDS
HAVE ALWAYS
DRIVEN
VOLKSWAGENS.

As a student
terrific discount
toshs.
You can talc(
Macintosh Clam
price around. T
with a monitor,
software.

Ask Kimo Ford why he bought a
Volkswagen and get ready for some
family history.
"Everyone in my family has driven a
Volkswagen at one time or another.
My dad had a Microbus. My mom and
sister both drove Beetles. And my
brother, who’s also a student, drives
an ’83 Volkswagen Rabbit.
"So when I saved enough money to
buy a car there was only one logical
choice A Volkswagen. If you ask me,
it’s the perfect student’s car. Good on
gas. Big enough to carry four friends.
And un to drive."
Fun to drive? Sounds like
Fahrvergniigen. To experience it for
yourself, just follow the Fords to your
Volkswagen dealer.

FAHRVERGNUGEN.

IT’S WHAT MAKES A CAR A VOLKSWAGEN.

If you dnve a Volkswagen, you mght be selected to
appear ,n an ad hire the one above Send your story and
photo to Volkswagen Testimonlals, 187 S Woodward
Su,te 200. 8vm,ngham. k4,chigan 48009
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As a student at SJSU you qualify for a
terrific discount on a terrific Apple* Macintosh*.
You can take home the new, easy to use,
Macintosh Classic* for only $792.00, the best
price around. The Classic comes complete
with a monitor, keyboard, mouse, and system
software.

Simply Financable. If you don’t quite have
enough cash on hand, you can get special low
interest financing through the student credit
union.
Come see the new Macintosh Classic at the
Computer Fair November 5, 6, & 7 in the
Student Union from 10- 4 PM.

01990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple. the Applrko. Macintosh an segleterod trederrorke or Apple Compater. Inc C loon to regmend
treclemark liornmed to Apple Computer. 11.,

